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PREFACE 
This dissertation entitled "Double Samplingy is submitted to Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh in partial fulfillment for the award of the 
degree of Maser of Philosophy in Statistics. 
The purpose of sampling theory is to develop economic procedures for 
sample selections and to construct estimator of the unknown population 
parameters with required precision. An auxiliary information is an 
information about the main variable under study or about another variable 
which is highly co-related with the main variable and on which 
information is either already available or may be obtained easily. Such 
information may be used to increase the precision of the estimators. 
Double Sampling is a technique in which the auxiliary information when 
not available, is acquired through a preliminary large sample and then 
used to construct more precise estimators. This dissertation address the 
use of auxiliary information and the technique of Double Sampling. 
It consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to sample surveys and various sampling 
designs used in it. It also discusses the use of auxiliary information. 
Ill 
Chapter 2 & 3 deals with the Ratio and Regression methods of estimation 
discussing some basic results. 
Chapter 4 addresses the technique of double sampling, give a brief 
historical sketch of the technique and its use in stratified sampling design. 
It also discusses the use of double sampling in ratio and regression 
methods of estimation. It also gives use of multi-auxiliary information. 
Chapter 5 deals with the use of double sampling in stratified sampling 
design when the stratum weights are not known and the problem of non-
response is also there. The problem of obtaining the optimum sample 
sizes at the two phases of sampling is formulated as a mathematical 
programming problem and dynamic programming technique is used to 
solve it. 
A comprehensive list of references arranged in alphabetical order is also 
provided at the end. 
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Chapter - 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Sample Surveys: A sample survey is a method of collecting 
information about tlie population characteristics by observing a 
selected part of it called sample. The observation of all the units of 
the population is known as complete enumeration or census. 
Complete enumeration involves large amount of money, man-
power and time. There are many situations with limited resources 
where complete enumeration is not possible, and we are bound to 
take the help of sampling. On the other hand there are situations 
where sampling can not give the required results and we are bound 
to apply census. 
Recent developments in the sample survey methodology 
have made the sampling procedures more realistic and reliable. The 
objective of the sampling procedures is to obtain maximum 
information about the phenomenon under study with the minimum 
use of money, time and energy. 
1.2 Random and Non-Random Sampling: A sampling procedure 
which satisfies the following properties is termed as Random or 
Probability Sampling: 
(i) A set of distinct samples S\, Sj, , Sy, of a fixed size n are 
defined, 
(ii) Each possible sample Si is assigned a known probability of 
selection TI,; /= 1,2,3, ••• , «• 
(iii) The sampling procedure is capable of selecting any one of the 
possible sample S, with its assigned probability TT/. 
(iv) The estimate constructed from any specified sample is unique. 
A sampling procedure, which does not satisfy the above properties, 
is termed as non-random or non-probability sampling. 
For a sampling procedure having the above four properties, we can 
work out the frequency distribution of the estimates if the procedure is 
repeatedly applied to the same population. A sampling theory can then be 
developed for such procedures. 
Non-probability sampling methods can also give useful results 
under favorable conditions but they are not amenable to the development 
of sampling theory. 
In this thesis here -in- after by sampling we mean random 
sampling. 
1.3 Sampling With and Without Replacement: Sampling "without 
replacement (WOR)", means that the unit once selected in the 
sample is not available for subsequent draws. An unbiased random 
selection of individual units is important so that in the long run, the 
sample represent the population truly. However, this does not 
guarantee that a particular sample is a good representative of the 
population. In a with replacement (WR) sampling the unit once 
selected is replaced before the next draw is made. Hence they are 
available for further selections. Usually WR sampling provides less 
information about the population as compared to WOR sampling, 
in this dissertation, here-in-after, only sampling without 
replacement is considered. 
1.4 VARIOUS SAMPLING DESIGNS 
1.4.1 Simple Random Sampling: The simplest of the sampling designs 
is the simple random sampling (SRS). A simple random sampling 
is that in which all possible samples of a fixed size have equal 
chance of being selected. 
1.4.2 Stratified Random Sampling: Stratification is the process of 
grouping units of a heterogeneous population into relatively 
homogeneous subgroups before sampling. These subgroups are 
called strata, the strata should be mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive. Independent simple random samples of required sizes 
are then drawn from each and every stratum to construct an 
estimate of the population parameters. 
1.4.3 Cluster Sampling: Clustering is the process of grouping a 
population into homogeneous subgroups called clusters. A simple 
random sample of clusters is then obtain and each and every unit of 
the selected cluster is measured. Estimates of population 
parameters like population mean and total are then constructed. 
This sampling procedure is known as cluster sampling. It generally 
increases the variability of sample estimates above that of simple 
random sampling, depending on how the clusters differ between 
themselves, as compared with the within cluster variation. 
1.4.4 Systematic Sampling: In systematic sampling to obtain a sample 
of size n the population is divided into n groups of k units each 
where N=nk is the population size. A random number / is selected 
out of 1,2,3, ..., k. The systematic sample of size n will then 
consists of the units at serial numbers i, i + k, i + 2k, i + {n — \)k 
in the sampling frame. Where k (assumed to be an integer) is called 
the sampling interval. 
Using this procedure each element in the population has a 
known and equal probability of selection. This makes systematic 
sampling more efficient (if variance within systematic sample is 
more than variance of population) and much less expensive to carry 
out. 
If - is not an integer then the population units may be 
arranged in a circular manner. Let k be the nearest integer to the 
latio - . The same procedure of the sample selection may be applied 
going round the circle until the sample of required size is selected. 
This is known as circular systematic sampling. 
1.4.5 Two Stage Sampling: In two stage sampling first the population is 
divided into larger units called first stage units (fsu). These first 
stage units are then sub divided into smaller units called second 
stage units (ssu). First a random sample of fsu is obtained and then 
from each selected fsu a random sample of ssu is obtained to 
construct the estimates of the population parameters. 
The fsu may or may not be of equal size. This method can be 
extended to multistage sampling by dividing ssu in further smaller 
units called third stage units and so on. 
1.5 USE OF AUXILIARY INFORMATION 
In sample surveys if the information about any other variable x 
highly correlated with the main variable of study y is available then this 
information can be used to increase the precision of the estimates of the 
parameters of the main variable y. It is assumed that the data on x are 
already available. Usually this data pertain to the values of the main 
variable y itself obtained at some previous occasion. Even if the data on.\-
are not available it can be obtained by taking a large sample and 
measuring the variable x alone provided the cost involved is low. Such a 
variable is called an auxiliary variable and the information provided by it 
are called auxiliary information. 
hi case auxiliary information or in other words information on 
auxiliary variables is available while planning the survey, this may be 
utilized at the designing of the survey and estimation of the unknown 
parameters. As the name suggests auxiliary information, in general, 
should have some influence on the Survey or study variable to bring 
about a possible reduction in the sampling error of the estimate. If;^  & x 
are the study variable respectively, one may postulate a functional form y 
= f{x) between them and determine it approximately from a given 
probability sample(s) and finally use it at the estimation stage in order to 
improve the efficiency of the estimator. The underlying assumption 
behind the use of auxiliary variables is that they co vary with the survey 
variable and thus carry useful information about it. For instance, to 
estimate total area under wheat in a region, where sampling units are 
villages, total cultivated area of a village may be taken as an auxiliary 
variable. Similarly, for estimating cattle population in a region, previous 
census figure on cattle population for each village may provide suitable 
auxiliary information. If we are interested in estimating total number of 
guava trees in guava orchards, it may be worthwhile to record the area 
under guava orchards in the sample along with the number of guava trees 
for sample orchards. In repeated surveys information collected on the 
study variable on the previous occasions may be treated as auxiliary 
information for the study variable on the current occasion. Watson (1937) 
leaf taken weight {x) as an auxiliary information and used regression of 
leaf 00 o'l leaf weight to estimate the average area of the leaves on a 
plant. Yates (1960) has suggested that eye estimate of the volume of 
timber (x) may be fruitfully exploited as an auxiliary variable to estimate 
volume of timber in a forest area. Cochran (1977) suggested that a rat 
expert might make a quick eye estimate (x) of number of rats in each 
block in a city area and then determine the number of rats (y) in each 
block in the sample by actual trapping to arrive at an improved estimator 
of the number of rats in the city. 
In certain situations when information on a number of auxiliary 
variables are available, a survey statistician should take a judicious 
decision as to its efficient use whether at the selection stage or at the 
estimation or at the both the stages. To arrive at such a decision one needs 
to make certain assumptions as to the variables and their interrelations on 
the basis of suitable models which may be approximated by empirical 
studies. 
CHAPTER - 2 
RATIO METHOD OF ESTIMATION 
2.1 Introduction 
Let there be N unit in tiie population listed as Ui, U2, UN. TO each 
unit Ui (i = 1,2, ,N) a pair of values (yi,Xi),assumed by real 
variables (y, x), is associated. Assume that Xi>0 for all i and x are 
positively correlated with y. yi and Xj correspond to measurements on 
with unit pertaining to y and x, called the study variable and the auxiliary 
variable respectively. Define (V'.X) and (Y, X) as the population means 
Y Y 
and total of (y, x). Further, define the population ratio R^-=^ — 
A JC 
To estimate R, select a sample(s) of size n (fixed size) from N unit 
of the population following any probability sampling design. Observe 
(yj,Xi), i = 1 n, on the sample units Ui, U2, ,Un. 
- Y Y 
Define R = L^L 
X X 
Where \Y,x] and ^,x) represent the estimates of population mean and 
total of y and x respectively 
In case of simple random sampling the estimate of R with a sample 
of fixed size n is given by R = — = ^^r (say), ratio of sample mean of y 
X X 
to that of X. (or ratio of sample total of y to that of x). 
Another estimate of population ratio R may be computed with the help of 
mean of ratios in the form 
\ " f 1! \ 1 " 
For any sampling design the ratio estimate of population mean and 
population total can be computed as follows: 
V,=(r/x)x; Y,=(Y/X)X 
Population mean and population total of y is that it presupposes advance 
knowledge about the population mean ^or the population total X which 
may not be always readily available. If ^ and ^ are approximately 
proportional, Y/X would vary little from one sample to another and 
hence would have high precision. 
In the following sections we give the treatment of ratio estimators 
under SRSWOR. 
10 
2.2 Expected Value and Mean Square Error of the Ratio Estimator 
Under SRSWOR, the expected value or r is 
i^ W=M7/.v) = r^Z||V^^I^&, ?]^ UJ~(fl«^x,^  
showing thereby that r is a biased estimator of R. 
A/5£-(/-)=i?(/--y?)'-X^'"^'+Z^"^^^-2^Z^"'^+''^ 
/=: /=i 
where 
7(1) _ ' . V ^ r'-' - ' VI ' 
^ . 4 ^ v V 1 N 
v"y 
j(^) =. 
fN\ 
v«y 
/ € .V 
These expressions, which are computationally not advantageous, are due 
to T.J. Rao (1967). 
An alternative and more useful form of the expected value, leading 
to a neat expression for the bias, is given by 
Bias{r) = E{r)-R = E{ylx)-E{y)lE{x) 
11 
= -(l/A-')cov(.v/J,j) 
Further 
= E[\lnY,{ylx,)]-E{y)lE{x) 
= £(.)• / .V,)- E{y, )l E{x, ) = (-!/ x)co)iy, Ix,xi) 
Thus, both r and '"are in general biased unless the relationship between y 
and X is a straight line through the origin, when the bias is zero. 
Using Cauch-Schwartz inequlity, 
X\Bias{r\ = |cov(r,.v)| < 4v{r)v{x) 
and 
X\Bias{T} = |cov(j;,, x,, x,. \ < ^V{y,/x,]v{^,) 
As n— 0^0, V(r) and V('^) are of order 0(1/n) and so Bias (r) becomes very 
small, so as to become negligible. But this is not so in case of Bias ('") 
and in fact it has constant bias independent of n. Further, 
\Bias(r] jvix) D ^ 1= 
where Qv stands for the coefficient of variation of x. hence, the bais may 
be, assumed to be negliglible if the C. V. of x remains sufficiently small, 
say, less than 10%. 
12 
2.3 Approximation to Bias and Mean Square Error (SRSWOR) 
r=y/x = L(\ + £/x){\ + S/x)' 
Write • A' 
Where ^'^ " •^ '~ '^^ '"^  S = x-X. 
51 X\ Now r can be expanded in power series of '^''^if ' i<l for all 
'A' 
the ^" ^ sample. Thus, under this assumption. 
r-R = 
£ S 
yY X 
5' ^ 
5 ( £ 5 S'f£ ^ ^ 
X{Y X) X^\Y Xj 
X' 
£ £ 
Y 1 + ....-
£ 
1 
ak'\ 
s__5_ 
Y X V ] 
Taking expectation of both the sides and to first order approximation, 
E[r-R)^I^E[dlxf -E[£IY.5IX) 
Retaining terms upto 0(1/m) as (David and Sukhatme, 1974) 
Thus, 
£(r-7?)=4A^-«)/(A^-l>](C,o-C,,) 
R 
\n N [C'.-PCAX 
^^^^]^^|;^,(^.-)^) 
13 
where 
{\/N)yix.-X](Y,-Y) 
And p is the correlation coefficient between y and x. 
As the approximate bias is of 0(1/m), the variance and mean square 
error to this order are equal. To have an approximate expression for the 
MSE to 0(1/m), we have 
AY5£(;-)=f(/-/?y = / ? ^ ^ ^ ^ [ C e , -2C„ +C,o] 
= R-
(\ \ \ 
K'l N J 
C/-2pC,.C,+C/] 
X' V // N ) N- (=i 
The biases and mean square errors of the estimate of population mean v - / 
and the estimate of population total may be either derived 
independently as in case of r from the expressions for bias and mean 
square of r as follows: 
i) Bias (V,)= XBias (r) and MAS [Y,) = x' MSE (r) 
ii)Bias {?,) = XBias (r) and MAS (Y,)= X' MSE(r) 
14 
Thus, considering terms upto 0(l/n), 
MSE {Y,)= V[Y,)=^^^[SI+R'SI -2RpS^,s] 
f 
u N-
• Y, [Yi - RX. Y, where f = n/N 
and .9,,,, = — ^ y (f/, - U )(V, - V) 
iio ^ . - ( ^ K n - ^ . ^ 
s..: = (A^,-l) YXx.-X^j and 
5,.„. = 
- (M,-l) X ( ) ; - > ^ ) ( A ' , - X ) . 
As i<cnown earlier the estimator of population mean in two-stage sampling 
with-out use of auxiliary information is 
and 
^\U) '= A 1 1 ^ \n N) 
N f \4 \ M.. /^  1 1 \ 
nN^\M ) \^ 
\ 1_ 
m,. M. 
^ 
Defining ^/, = 5„„/5„^,, p = 5„/,^„=5,./A',Q =5„/7 
15 
C,.=S,JX„C,^.=SJY, 
It may be seen that Y^^^^ would be more efficient than y^ ^^ , if the 
sufficient conditions /?, > 1/2C,„/C,,, and p.>\/2C.JC,^. for ail / are 
satisfied. 
Murthy (1967) suggested a chain ratio estimator of which is defined as 
^^M, ^ A/, rr) 
n,= I f A-„/Si^ .- X 
/=l "' J 
where /• = v, /.v / •- ; ; 
r^ .^ i^ ) is a biased estimator and the bias may be negligible for large 
n and m,s. To the first order of approximation, 
MSE^,,,M--\\ (s:+R'S!.~2RS„^.) 
\n N J 
V'"/ ^i. 
{SI+R!S^-2R^SJ 
A4SE(V„.J~ MSE(Y,,J 
\"h ^,j Sl[{R-p)'-{R,-/3,y 
Thus, yc«(2) is more efficient than r^ ,^ ) if each /?, is nearer to Ri than to R 
16 
CHAPTER - 3 
REGRESSION METHOD OF ESTIMATION 
3.1 Linear Regression Estimator 
Sometimes the data on study variable (y) along with values on a 
correlated variable (x) are available and the plotting of sample values 
{x,y) presents a scatter diagram which indicates the concentration of 
plotted points along an imaginary straight line not necessarily passing 
through the origin. In such situation it may be worth while to use this 
linear relationship between x and y to estimate the unknown parameters 
of y. 
Thus for a single random sample of size n, the estimated line of 
regression under a liner regression model may be give as 
r = a + 4v, 
where d and p are least square estimates given by a^y-hx and 
17 
Also, Y =y + h(x -X]Y and Y are called linear regression estimates of 
population total and population mean and may be specified either as Y^^^ 
and F|,^ .^ ,oras N)'_.^,^and y,^ .^ respectively. 
3.2 Relation between Sample Regression Coefficient b and 
Regression Coefficient B in the Finite population 
Let the assumed linear model for (X/, Y/), / = 1, ..., N be 
Y/ = a + pX/ + e/ 
The least square regression line ofJF on x is Yi(exp) = Y+ B(Xi-A'), where 
Define d/ = Y, - Y^ y,,,/;; = Yi - r - B(Xi- X). we have therefore, 
Y, (/, = 0 and Y, d, [xi - A^ ) = z(r/ - Y\xi - j ) - Bi:[xi -1() =0 
Now, b ^ & - ^ 
= B + Yd{x,-'x)lY[x,~'i) 
Cochran (1963) has shown that (b-B) is of order 1/Vn. 
18 
3.3 Bias of linear regression estimator 
Bias Y Kc X 
f -
= E KKCK -COV{/ ; ,A- ) 
Which vanishes if the relationship between y and x is Hnear. 
To derive an approximate expression for bias is to expand Y n^g by 
Taylor's series expansion and to calculation approximate bias by taking 
the expectation of leading terms and using the formulae (due to 
Sukhatme, 1944) 
cov\-V,.s\, 1= — N(N-n) //,, (/V-l)(/V-2) n ,and 
cov^ .v, ,s\" j = N{N-,i) /.I,, ( /V - l ) (A ' -2 ) /; 
N 
Where //„ =^  - I ( X - X ) ' ( } : - r y 
Hence, to first order of approximation 
Bias yRcg 
V J 
{N-n)B 
(N-2)n i ( / /2i / / / i i )-( /^3o// /2o)] 
3.4 Mean square error of Y,cs 
A 
Defming Fas= y + b(X -x), where b is the least square estimate of B, the 
^ ^ _ 
error in /„-«to estimate Kis given by Y,cg-Y = y'Y + b{X-x). 
19 
If B replaces b in the formula for regression estimate, that is 
Yr., = y + B{X-x), 
The error committed in such in approximation in SRSWOR is (b-
B)( .V-A) . This is of order (1/n) as both (b-B) and (X-x) are of order 
1/Vn, In large samples, this error may be neglected and we have 
MSE 
(SL ^ 
V ) 
= y 
(- \ 
Y\Kcs 
\ ) 
(1 - / ) " 
s:{\~p'). 
20 
CHAPTER - 4 
DOUBLE SAMPLING 
4.1 Introduction 
When an estimator of a parametric function is constructed with the 
knowledge of advance information on some other related parameters, a 
question is posed as to what happens in case information is lacking. 
Moreover, good guess values for the unknown parameters may not also 
be available. In this situation it pays to take a preliminary large sample, if 
the cost of such sampling is not too expensive to get some good estimates 
of the concerned parameters. Next, a sub-sample form the preliminary 
large sample or an independent sample is taken to observe the study 
variety. This procedure of taking a sample at two phases is known as 
double sampling or two-phase sampling. Suppose it is desired to take a 
large sample' of size /;' from the finite population of N units to estimate 
certain parametric function concerning one or more auxiliary variables or 
to estimate strata weights in case of stratified random sampling, with 
probability P/(^')and a sub-sample of size n in drawn from N units with 
a conditional probability p2 {s \ s') and values of the variety of interest is 
ascertained on the units of s, than the over all sample's = (.y',.s)has the 
21 
probability p{s')pAs\s'). thus, we have sampling designs pi, P2 and p 
corresponding to first phase, second phase and over all samples. If second 
samples (s) is drawn from »-s'than p{s') = p^{s')p2{s\U~s'). Ghosh 
(1963) consider a double sampling where the first phase is used to fomi 
clusters for the second phase sampling. Neyman (1938), Bose (1943, 
1951) and Cox (1952) are among early users of double sampling. 
Sarndal and Swensson (1987) have given a general approach to double 
estimators based on ;r-estimator with emphasis on regression estimation. 
Chaudhuri and Adhikary (1983a) have extended certain single sampling 
results concerning non-existence of UMV estimators and optimality 
properties of estimators to double sampling context. They have also 
shown the admissibility of an estimator in double sampling with varying 
probabilities following the work of Rao and Bellhouse (1978). 
Defme the first phase inclusion probabilities as 
s'/r .s'/rj 
Put D; = 4 -;r;;r;. Assume that ;r;.>0 for all I and 4 > 0 all U-J. in 
these second phase sample (sas') of size n is drawn from ^-'with p2 
(SIS') As The Conditional Probability Of Choosing s given s' 
The conditional inclusion probabilities are 
22 
^,>.=J^P2i^\^'') 
and 
/r, 
assuming that for any s',TT^. >0 for all /,i'and ;T,^>0 for all i^j\s'put 
'V = -^,v-^ «'^ /. 
Now, for all /,/e.s'and for any i';denot 
re' -7i\K.n'a ~ n\, ;r,' and D*y = ^ ' / , - n'lU j 
I I tS 
' I < I 
Define Y' = YIK, , and Y"ln,. = YJn' 
I ' • • IS I 
Thus, in double sampling a design unbiased estimator of 
population total Y is given by 
>i=z^/^; 
And the design variance is 
^'iy:)=YlLD:yj'.+E, TLD^S'Y;:Y" 
El denotes expectation with respect to sampling design in first phase. 
An unbiased estimator of V{Yl) is 
Viy:)-YTJ^:,l<^iY'ln,^^)^-(D,.ln,,^)Y:Y] 
= 1 1 ^ 
. V ^ " J 
y^,. 
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4.2 Double Sampling for Stratification 
The stratified random sampling presupposes advance knowledge of 
strata weight and the sampling frame within strata. In many practical 
situations strata weights are known but the frame within strata is not 
available. This problem may be solved by the technique of post 
stratification. If strata weight are not known exactly, one may take a large 
sample //from the population to determine the estimates of strata weight. 
Further, the information on stratification variable may not be readily 
available and it, therefore, may necessitate to divert part of resources to 
collect information one or more auxiliary variables from preliminary 
large samples for the purpose of stratification as well as for use in the 
method of estimation. Suppose a population of size N is to be stratified 
according to the values of an auxiliary variable x, but the frequency 
distributions of x is unknown and hence the strata weight 
I'V^^ = NJN{h = \,...J<). In this situation we take a preliminary large 
samples of size /?' by SRSWOR and observe x alone and the selected 
units are classified into k strata according to x. Let s\ contain n'l, units 
falling into stratum h(h = l,..J,J^n'i, = n'). As sub-sample Sh of size n'h is 
drawn from n'h units falling into h th stratum by SRSWOR independently 
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for each h. Let ),, and s,,' denote the sample ean of y-value and sample 
estimator of 5,,'based on sample of size nh. 
The usual stratified sample mean is 
Where wh = /;',, //j'and'd' stands for double sampling. It may be mentioned 
here that n,,, n,^ and y,, are all random variables, nh is bounded above by 
the random variables n^ which varies from 0 to min («', A/J. Singh and 
Singh (1965) formulated three sub-sampling procedures devoid of 
inconsistency such as (i) ni, with replacement, all units used in the 
estimator (ii) the same but with only distinct units and (iii) min {n\,, n,) 
without replacement. We assume that n' is so large that the probability 
that any n'l, taking the value either 1 or zero is negligible. In case such a 
situation arises we may increase n'. 
Denoting Ei and E2 as expectations over first and phase samples 
respectively and V| and V2 as variances with respect to first phase and 
second phase samples respectively, we have 
E 
k 
= E, 
k 
Y.^v„E^{yJWi) 
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= E Z>v„y„ = 'Y^WJ,^=Y, whereW{wh) = W, 
h=\ 
Thus showing ^vi;,;,, is an unbiased estimate of the population mean Y 
To calculate the sampling variance of y^,_j a treatment due to 
J.N.K. Rao (1973) follows: 
'^(.v.-J=£-,f^(F„-J+f^^2(p.-J 
= E,^^s>:-V,{j',)\^V,\^^„Y,] 
Using results, v{w„) = {g'ln')w,, (l - W,) and 
cov(uvvr,) = -(gV»'Kf^,(/;^0 
where g'={N-U')I{N-\) and again V^[y,)^\[\lv,,n\-\IN,,)Si^\vjQgQi 
^ ^ n'V, ^ N, n' 
here A„ = E(w,;')mid B = ^W„(Y„-Y)\ 
on simplification, 
r . , ^  
V " ' - ^ ; Nn 
;EK-1)^, 
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By using the identify 
{N-lJ 
N s'=z^M.'yJ-^i:[^,,--~ 
an alternative expression for F(x^ .,_,,)may be written as 
'•A^.M^.'^j = il'ns. 
2 A 
S' + 
For proportional allocation with v/; = /////'and ignoring terms with nh/NIi, 
we get 
' p\.> ^/- , / / -
V « ; 
Following term by term estimation, a non-negative unbiased estimate of 
yij^.J- ii'{N-\) (/;'-1)A^ Z'-''/''^Z' 
f 1 1 
+ • 
•I^. 2 ^1, N n'vh + ^Z^'/'U'~>'.v'-'/)' 
Alternatively, 
^(-> i^n:?: 1 A ^ - 1 vv,^,;^ N-n J "h ih. N j^lL^u{y,-y.-J 
To find optimum values of n' and vh = nh/nh'wQ minimize F(_y^ ,.^ ,)for a 
given cost function say, 
C = c'«'+Vc/2 nh . 
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Since the nh are random variables, C is random and hence we infect use 
Expected cost 
C = E{C) = c'n' + Y^C,E{n,) =c'n' + n'^c,v„W„ 
Using Cauchy - Schwartz inequality we have optimum allocation given 
by 
c,. = s„ W^^W^i^ 
I ' 2 
,(/j = l, ,k\ 
Provided V|i < 1 for all h. 
The optimum value of n' is obtained by substituting Vi, in the 
expected cost function and then solving for n'. thus, Vopt {y„.j) 
^]h:^y,.s,.^As'-i:^:.sf,r^[ N 
If the strata weight are not accurately known, Rao (1973) following 
Srinath (1971) suggested a different sub-sampling procedure to choose 
ih = l..:,k). 
Where a,, > Ois a constant fixed in advance. Such a procedure guarantees 
desired precision at a slightly higher cost than the optimum and is thought 
to be more robust against poor guesses at the WH. 
In this situation the sub-sampling fraction n,, In'h varies according 
to the observed value of nh thus, 
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'!)'../) H - -n' N S'+E s w,. 
1 1 
\>h, >h,j 
SI 
^i_iV.£^ 
V //' A^  « 
Which is independent of the weight W^/,. the expected cost under Srinath's rule is 
i2 
n'Wlc 
The optimal a,, is given by 
(5^-X^/A'V 
*? 4c' ^VjC„-W,„(h = \, k) 
Ige and Tripathy (1987) have suggested alternative sampling 
strategies based on double stratification, utilizing the auxiliary 
information obtained on the first phase sample both at the designing as 
well as at estimation stages. 
4.3 Ratio Estimates in Double Sampling 
In the ratio method of estimation of the population mean or total of main 
character y, it is pre-supposed that the population mean X or population 
total X is known in advance. In case this is not so, one my use a double 
sampling in which the first sample (6") which is usually a large one, of 
size «' is selected with a probability sampling design to obtain good 
estimate x of ,^and then a probability sample (s) of size n either out of 
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n'or from the population to observe the main character y under study is 
obtained. 
Assuming SRSWOR in both the phases we have the double sample 
ratio estimate of the population mean given by 
Vni ={y/-'^>'' 
Where 'r' stands for ratio methods of estimation. 
Following usual binomial or taylor series expansion of(j7.v).v', we have, 
to the first order of approximation , the approximate bias 
B,iy,,) = y\---(C';-pC^C,.). 
Which may be negligible for n sufficiently large. The exact bias is given 
by 
B, (y,,) = Eiy,, )~Y = -E, [cov{y I x, x | n')\ 
Where £"/ is over samples of size n'. Bias vanishes if the relationship 
between y and x is a straight line passing through the origin, >>,.,/ becomes 
an unbiased estimate of V. 
Now y,.,-y = 
yXj X-Y 
+ ^{x'-X) 
X 
^\{y-Rx) + ix'-X) 
= {y-Rx) + R{y'-X). 
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if first preliminary large sample and the second sample are drawn 
independently 
' ' ( . ) '„/) 
n (N-n) -\[sl-2RS^,,+R'S'-]+ + n N) 
2 o2 R'S 
In case second sample is a sub-sample of the first, 
y(.yJ = E^ V. Vx 
yX J 
+ F, E, y 
^Xj 
X 
---—\sl-2RS^+R'-D' + 
\ii n j n' N \S 
In both the cases V{y^.^,)\s of the from F/// + F7«'neglecting finite 
population correction factor. 
Let the cost function be of the form ^-cn', where c'and c are costs 
of obstructing units in the first phase and second phase respectively. The 
optimum values of //'and n can be obtained by minimizing '^(>',.,,)for 
fixed C and are given by the relation 
nNVc'^nNV'c = (cn + c'/j'j 
cc'{4v^+4v^) 
Thus, 
Vo,AyJ = Uvc^4v^] ic 
P.S.R.S. Roa (1975a), while discussing double ratio estimators 
wioth two independent samples w'and n drawn from a finite population 
has compared the estimators 
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(a) /„ = (.>'/.v).v'~ (b) t^„.,.Ay/x)x.sin(\ (c) t\-<i^iy/x)x , 
Where ;•, .r are sample means of and x based on n observations, x' is the 
sample mean x based on //'observations, A-„ is the sample mean of x based 
on V distinct units in the combined sample of //' and n observation, where 
the number of distinct units v=//'+n-d, d being the number of common 
units in the combined sample, and x' = ax +bx, where a and b are suitable 
— * 
chosen constants, minimizing V{x ), subject to a + b=J. 
It has been shown by Rao (1975a) that (i) tv,d and t ,d have smaller 
mean square error than t,.d '\fp< Cv/C,,and (ii) tyni has smaller mean souare 
* 1 / 
error than /,,/ if p > K(Cv /C,). 
Srivastava (1970) has considered a generalized double ratio estimator of 
the form //, = yix'/y)", where a is a constant. Another generalized double 
ratio estimator given by Walsh (1970) is 
// - - y' 
'2 
ax + {\-a)x'j 
Sahoo and Swain (1989) have compared hj and h2 when a is 
estimated from the second phase sample. Swain (1964) has considered 
double ratio estimator when the sampling design is a systematic 
sampling. Mishra and Sukhatme (1972) have studied the efficiency of 
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cluster sampling conjunction with double ratio and regression methods of 
estimation. 
4.4 Regression Estimators in Double Sampling 
The regression type's estimators of the population mean or total of 
y pre-suppose advance knowledge of either population mean A'or total X 
of the auxiliary variable x. hi the absence of such information a large 
sample {s')ov size /?'is drawn to observe x and thereby to estimate 
A', while a sub-sample (s) of size n is drawn to from .9'to measure 
characteristic y. thus, the double regression type estimator of population 
mean K is suggested as 
Where B is the estimate of regression coefficient computed form the sub-
sample and x' is an estimate of A'from the larger preliminary sample. 
Bias(v,„,) =-E\cow,{B,x\n')] 
= ¥-• 
N (\ O ^ • "> 
(iV-2) B 
/'21 My 0 
/ ' i 1 /'20 J \\n n J 
Is SRSWOR is adopted in both the phases, wowing thereby that the bias 
is negligible if the size n is sufficiently larger and vanishes if the 
regression of j^ on x is linear. 
The mean square error of [y 1) to first order of approximation is 
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MSE (y,^,^_,) = Viy,.^.^^ ) = E,V, [y ,.^.^_,)+ V, E, (y,.^,^^,) 
- - - | 5 ^ ( 1 - P ^ ) + \n n V/y' Nj St 
A^-p')\.(p'sl' 
V " J 
It is to be noted that )',.^ ,^ ,__, is always more efficient than 3^ ,.,, in large 
samples unless R=B and is also more efficient than the simple expansion 
estimator v 
Assuming an infinite linear regression model, Cochran (1953) has 
examined the conditional bias of y,.^,^_j in repeated sample in which x/s 
are fixed both in first and second samples. If the bias is not appreciable, 
the conditional variance of v,.^ ,^ ,. 
^{y,.,-.)-sli\~p') +B\x'-xy 
However, to compare with other methods of sampling, the average 
variance of j',.,^,.,, under the assumptions that the first sample and second 
sub-sample are drawn at random and x is normally distributed is given by 
y(y,r,-.>)sl(i~p') 1 ^ 
—4-
n \n n ) n-3 
2„2 
+ -
b's 
2 o2 
5 ; ( I - P 0 \p'si 
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If second sample is drawn independently of the first, 
''(>',.,-,/)i'sduced to a form where {l/n-lln')\s replaced by {Mn + Mn) 
Neglecting f p.c. and to first order of approximation, write. 
n n' 
Where V=5; (1 - p-)and V = p-S;. 
K>'..-.)=- + -
Assuming, cost=C=/; c+ «'c',the optimum values of n and n«'can be 
obtained in the usual manner by minimizing the v[y,.^.^_^i) subject to fixed 
cost C=n c+ n' c', with optimum n and /?', 
- S]U{\-p'-)c + p4df 
y ( y ) = : — • • — 
Where p is positive, 
When there is no adjustment for regression, the sample size under 
SRS is determined by IIQ^^C/C and thus, v{y) (c/C)Sl. 
On comparison the double sampling regression type estimator 
would be more precise than the simple mean with use of auxiliary 
information ifF^ ,^,(y,^ ,^ ,__^ )<K(3^ ),with implies 
c' [\-^(l-p')f 
Or the relative efficiency R.E. is given by 
' c ^ 
\c ) 
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If c'smaller than c, there may be considerable gain in efficiency of 
double sampling even of moderate values of p. 
P.S.R.S Rao (1972) has considered a double regression estimator 
when two samples are drawn independently and when the regression 
coefficient B is known and obtained minimum variance linear unbiased 
regression estimator for v . Let .vi and .V2'be the two independent unbiased 
respectively drawn from the finite population. 
define.v =(i^x\+a,x2'^nd tj-y-,+b{x -x:),where ai and a2 are 
chosen constants with ai + a2 =1 and y^ is an unbiased estimator of 
K, computed from sample of size n2. 
— * 
It may be seen that VO,i) is minimized when V(x )is minimized 
subject a I +a2=i, the optimum a/ and 2^ are 
c,^a.= (^-"->^' a n d . , ^ ^^""'^"^ ] 
(iV/7-2/?|«2) (M/-2/Z|)«2 
Where n,+ n2=„. 
Thus, the optimum regression estimator of y is 
' ^X]-X2 
With variance 
^('..„„)=^^I4^^^^U 
A/«2 [{Nn-2n^)n2 
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If the units of two independents samples are recorded and the 
number of common units d and the number of distinct units Vi+n2- d are 
identified, the regression estimate with v distinct units suggested by 
P.S.R.S. Rao(i972)is 
Where .v, = X-^ '^ '^- '^  "^^y ^^ verified that V{t,.^i)< K,,„('d)-
4.5 Double Sampling with multi-auxiliary variables 
Double sampling with single auxiliary variable can be extended to 
multivariate case following the work of Raj (1965a), Klian and Tripathi 
(1967) and Tripathi (1976). Olkin's (1958) weighted ratio estimator, 
Shukla's (1965) Multivariate regression estimator and Singh's (1967a) 
ratio-cum-product estimators can be easily worked out for double 
sampling. 
They all belong to a class of estimators of the population men Fof 
the main character 7 defined as 
E = {y : r = /},- / ' ( / / - / /*)} 
Where (i) /7y is an unbiased estimator of from the second sample, (ii) 
/7 = (//*,,..)/7*^,)' and // = (//,, /7^ ,) where /7* ,^and ju^ are estimates of 
/i/, (k = 1,...,/?) being the population mean of/t"^ auxiliary variable Xk (k = 
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I,...,/;) from first phase and second phase samples respectively based on 
any sampling design (iii) t' = {(<„...,tp) is a suitable chosen vector of 
statistics such that E(4) exists for all k = \,...,p 
Sarndal and Swenson (1987) have given some general results for double 
sampling with multivariate auxiliary information. 
Assuming that all thep-auxiliary variables are observed on the first phase 
sample and in the second phase an independent sample is chosen to 
observe both y and the same /^-auxiliary variables, Srivastava (1981) 
proposed a generalized double estimator of population mean which 
happened to be superior to usual regression estimator. Hedi (1985) has 
extended double regression estimator for K due to P.S.R.S. Rao (1972) 
when information on more than one auxiliary variable is available. 
Sukhatme and Koshal (1959) have extended double sampling technique 
with single auxiliary variable to multi-stage designs for the use of ratio 
method of estimation. Sukhatme (1962) made a comparative study of 
biased and unbiased ratio type estimators of population mean of the main 
variety in double sampling. Goswarni and Sukhatme (1965) considered 
ratio method of estimation in multiphase sampling with several auxiliary 
variables. 
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Maity, Das and Tripathi (1989) have presented a class of estimators based 
on double sampling for estimating population ratio]? R = Yo/y^of two 
means K^  and Y^ of characters y^ and y^ respectively, utilizing 
information on /^-auxiliary characters A',,;^^,.--.,-^, collected for the first 
phase sample. 
There may arise occasions when some of the auxiliary population means 
aie known and others are unknown. In this situation we may estimate the 
unknown auxiliary population means with the known ones and then use 
the double samphng method of estimation for the population mean of the 
main character under study. Alternatively, we may use the double 
sampling procedure of estimation of the main character under study by 
using auxiliary variables with unknown means and the single sampling 
procedure of estimation using the known ones and then combine both 
these estimators linearly in a suitable way. Suppose the problem is to 
estimate the population mean 7 of y adopting an SRSWOR scheme. 
Further, suppose that supplementary info, mat on two auxiliary variables 
x and z correlated with y are available. The population mean X of j is not 
known, but Zof z is known. Assume that y, x and z are positively 
measured and further X> 0 and Z> 0. 
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Suppose on the first phase SRSWOR samples' of fixed size n' from the 
finite population U consisting of N units, the characteristics (x. z) are 
measured, while an independent samples of fixed size n is drawn from LI 
to observe the main character 7 and x. Swain (1970, 1973) suggested an 
estimator of the form 
Where b^^ and b\. are regression coefficients of y on x and x on z 
respectively calculated from second phase and first phase sample 
respectively; A' and z are based on s' and j^and x based on 5. 
The large sample mean-square error of }^ ,)is 
MSE [%]=f 1 - 1 V ( i - p = „ > f ^ - ] I \ P : X { \ - p \ , ) 
\n NJ ' \n NJ ' 
where P,,v and pv_- are simple correlation coefficients between y and z and 
between x and z respectively. Such an innovation seems to be of value 
when y is uncorrelated or poorly correlated with z inspite of high 
correlations P^ ,, and P;cz-
An alternative estimator is 
^(2) = y + /^ i {x'-x)+xXz - z'), 
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Where X\ and Xj are predetermined constants or random variables 
converging in probability to constants. 
If the second phase samples is a sub-sample ofs' on which y is observed, 
Kirgyera (1984) suggested a regression-cum-regression estimator which 
is of the same form as the one suggested by Swain (1970). A series of 
alternative estimators have been suggested be Mukherjee and Rao (1987). 
The most efficient one is due to Mishra and Rout (1997), who defined it 
}^ ,j =y + d^ (x'-x) + d,(Z- z') + d^(Z - z') 
Where c/i, 2^ and J3 are suitably chosen constants, having optimum values 
./,=A..,^,=A..andc/,=A^-A.. 
where (3,,,- and (3,,,_- are partial regression coefficients and (3^ .. is the linear 
regression coefficients of)' on 2. In practice the regression coefficients are 
to be substituted by their consistent estimates from the sample. 
Alternatively, a weighted estimator may be proposed as 
^,, = cu,[y + 6„ {r+b\^.^ (Z - z')-x}] +CD,[y + b^,^(Z -z')] 
Where ©i + ©7 = 1 
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4.6 Double Sampling for PPS Estimation 
Situations may arise when it is considered important to select a sample of 
units with probability proportional to sizes, information on which is not 
readily available, but could be collected at moderate cost for a fairly large 
sample. 
Thus, to take advantage of PPS sampling for estimating population total Y 
a large preliminary-sample of size n ' may be selected with SRSWOR and 
size measure .v is observed on each of these units. Next a second sample 
is selected from the first phase sample with pps with replacement to 
observe y. Alternatively one may use the first sample to estimate 
population total X and an independent sample of size n is selected with 
pps to observe of using Lahiri's method (1951) in which it is assumed 
that the upper bound fork's known in advance although A'is unknown. 
For both the above cases Raj (1964) suggested an unbiased estimate of 
population total of_y 
pps-il , Z^ ' 
n n i=\ X, 
where X' is the total for x in the first phase sample 
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Case I (The second phase sample is a sub-sample of the first phase 
sample): 
V{Y ]=E,V,(Y ,)+KEJY ,) 
Now,/r,F,(r„^_,)= yV n ' - l 1 
A ^ - 1 //' // 
/ A' V2 A 
i=\ X 
N n'-\ 
N-\ n 
And 
Evi? ,)=yv= 
I 2 V ;»).v-</ / 
---1 
Therefore, 
V pps-d I 
N 
(W-1). 
( " ' - ! ) ' 
V « 
I \ / ' /» + 
MiV-«')c3 
n 
For comparison we write the large sample variance of double sampling-
ratio and regression estimators of population total Fas 
Kt)= i-^K^)+ A^  
2 \ 
n ) 
and 
''fe,-„)= KtKI^" 
n 
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Thus, for small sub-sampling fraction double sampling pps estimation 
will be more precise than the double sampling ratio or regression 
estimator according as the pps estimator in single phase sampling is better 
than the ratio or regression estimators. 
An unbiased estimate of K(f,^ ,^ _^ Jas obtained by Raj (1964) is 
n" n(n'2) i4-4z^' / X n y , X. j 
+ / / / / ' ( / / ' -1) X 
Case 2 (Sub-sample is independent of the first sample): 
1 + 
V" 
r\S: 
N) r-
V{Y ) 
\ pps I + 
1 _ _ L 2 r)2 o 2 N'R'S 
The large sample variance of the corresponding ratio estimator in double 
sampling is 
f^fc)=^(n) -h /7V^^ 2 c 2 rs 
\ n J 
k'S, the coefficient of f^ (f^ ,^Jin the expression for ^(?,„_,y)is expected to 
be not far from unity for large n \ the comparison of Y^ _^^ /withF^ „ similar 
to the comparison F^ ^^ with Y^^. 
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4.7 Double Sampling with pps Selection and Use of a Second 
Auxiliary Variable 
Raj (1965b) has suggested a method where the first preliminary sample s ' 
of size //' is selected with probabilities/?,, proportional to z/(/ = 1,..., A/) 
and with replacement and the characters is measured on s'. In the second 
phase a sub-sample s of size n from s' is selected with equal probabilities 
without replacement on which information on y is selected. The 
suggested estimator of population total Fis 
n r-\ p^ n i=\ p^ n i p^ 
with variance 
1 Mr,. . 
n \n It J 
( 
y, 
\ -
-Y 
P. ) 
( 
'< = Z/'-
\ 
Where p = correlation {y/p, x/p) and ^ is a scalar. With optimum value of 
k. 
opt \ I / px 
1 1 
n n 
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Srivenkataramana and Tracy (1989) have proposed alternative scheme 
where the first phase sample s' of size n' is selected with probability 
proportional to z, that is, p, = Zi/Z and information on x is obtained as in 
Raj's (1965b) scheme. In the second phase a sub-samples of n units is 
selected with probability proportional to x/z with replacement. It is 
assumed that .v and z take positive values on each unit in the population. 
An unbiased estimate under the alternative scheme is 
L 
nn ,=\ A; ,=I Z. 
with v(i]y. a' + 
py 
(n'-lj 
nn 
py' 
where 
py ^—t 
3;, Y 
X 
X 
X 
^ and a; ^fp. 
r pv i—i I 
i=\ P, 
-Y 
The efficiency of T2 as compared to Ti, 
n + [n-\}6 
_ nr[l~ p^)+np^ _ r{l~ p^)+ p^ 
n + {nr-\)0 (l + rO) 
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where r = n'hi and 0 = V' /a' 
I'x py 
A modification of Srivenkataramana and Tracy (1989) may be suggested 
as follows: 
Tiie first phase sample s ' of fixed size //' is drawn from the population of 
A' units in such a way that the first unit of s' is selected with probability 
proportional to size variable z and the rest (/;' - 1) units are selected from 
the remaining (N - \) units of the population with SRSWOR and x's are 
observed on these units, (.v,, / = 1,..., //')• Again in the second phase 
samples of fixed size n, the first unit is selected with probability 
proportional to x and the rest (// - 1) units are selected from the remaining 
(// - 1) units of the first phase sample with SRSWOR to observe y. In fact 
in both the phases Midzuno-Sen scheme of sampling is implemented. 
Then, 
M^') = 7 7 A ^ ^"^ P{s^s')-fN z X 
A design unbiased estimate of population total Fmay be proposed as 
T=Ny ^rYz' 
\xj Kz 
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CHAPTER-5 
DOUBLE SAMPLING: A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
5.1 Introduction 
In stratified sampling, the population is divided into L strata which are 
homogeneous within themselves and whose means are widely different. 
The stratum weights are used in estimating unbiasedly the mean or the 
total of the character under study. 
If these weights are not known, the technique of double sampling can be 
used, which consists of selecting a preliminary sample of size n' by 
simple random sampling, without replacement (SRSWOR), to estimate 
the stratum weights and then further selecting the subsample of n units 
with HI, units from the h-th stratum, to collect information on the character 
/, 
under study such that ^//,, = n 
h = \ 
Rao (1973) proposed the method of double sampling for stratification 
(DSS) for the estimation of the population mean Y , of the variate;^, using 
the values of the auxiliary variate collected at the first phase for 
stratification only. 
Ige and Tripathi (1987) used the information collected at the first phase 
for stratification as well as in constructing ratio and difference estimators 
of the population mean f. 
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So far all the authors who dealt on DSS have assumed that all the units 
responded favourably to the enquiiy. One of the sources of error in 
surveys is non-contact or refusals. In a household survey the selected 
family may not be available at home when the interviewer calls. The 
selected person may refuse to cooperate, saying that he has not time to 
answer question or that he consider the purpose of the survey to be 
senseless. Persuasion and further recalls are therefore necessary for 
achieving complete coverage of the sample. But it is expensive to call and 
call again. At the same time we cannot afford to neglect the non-response. 
Results based on response alone will not apply to the entire population 
from which the sample was selected. Experience from different surveys 
show that non-response generally differs from the response in several 
respects and neglecting them will introduce a bias in the results. Under 
these circumstances, one solution is to take a small subsample of the non-
respondents and use all the persuasion, ingenuity and other resources at 
our command to get a response from them. The two samples can then be 
combined suitably to get a better estimate of the population parameter. 
Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) discussed a method of tackling total non-
response in mail interview. 
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Rao (1986) applied this method of subsampling the non-respondents for 
the ratio estimation of the mean when the population mean of the 
auxiliary character is known. 
Based on Rao (1973), Ige and Tripathi (1987) and Okafor (1994), in this 
chapter the problem of optimum allocation in DSS with subsampling the 
non- respondents is formulated as a mathematical programming problem. 
For practical application of any allocation integer values of the sample 
sizes are required. This could be done by simply rounding off non integer 
sample sizes to their nearest integral values. When the sample sizes are 
large enough and (or) the measurement cost in various strata are not too 
high, the rounded off sample allocation may work well. 
However in situations other than described above the rounded off sample 
allocations may become infeasible and (or) non optimal. This means that 
the rounded off values may violate some of the constraint of the problem 
and (or) there may exist other sets of integer sample allocations with a 
better value of the objective function. In such situations we have to use 
some integer programming technique to obtain an optimum integer 
solution. The problem of obtaining an optimum allocation in DSS, when 
there is non-response on the main character and total response on the 
auxiliary character, is considered here as an all integer nonlinear 
programming problem (AINLPP). 
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A solution procedure is developed using the dynamic programming 
technique. 
5.2 Rao's Strategy In The Presence of Non-Response 
From a population of N units a large sample of size n' is selected by 
simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR). Information 
on the auxiliary variable x is collected with which an unbiased estimate 
w'l, = u '/,/// 'in' of the true 
stratum weight Wi, = Ni, /N \s calculated. 
where //'/, is the number of units in the initial sample that falls in stratum 
(h = 1,2 L;, with X"'/, = «' 
In each stratum a subsample of size «/, = v/, n'h, (0< Vj, <1), v/, is 
predetermined, is selected from n ), by SRSWOR. The main character v' is 
then observed on these ///, units, h = 1,2,...,L. 
The DSS estimator of the population mean for the total response is 
(5.2.1) 
1 "'• Where y, - —X-^/ ' sample mean 
The variance of J7,^  is 
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n I, (5.2.2) 
rr\2 Where6 ' '=——y(v - y } 
.V,, 
and 5",^ , = XU'w ~ A^ ) ' variance of jv variance in h-th stratum. 
N — \ i=\ 
Suppose 
////,: unit respond at the first call from the /?/, units selected in stratum /;. 
1121,: units does not respond. 
Thus the subsample of size iii, is again subdivided into respondent and 
nonrespondent subsamples of size «//, and n?/; respectively, where /?//, + 
II2/, = 11/,. 
Using the strategy of Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) a sub subsample of size 
m2h out of the z??/, non-respondents of h-th stratum is selected and 
interviewed with improved method, where m?/; =^  f^ hnih (0 < k /, <\), k /, is 
a known constant. 
An unbiased, estimator y* for F based on sample means from 
respondents and non-respondents (in second attempt) is given as 
y.is = L ^'^i,yi,' where y,, 
'^ " (5.2.3) 
j7|,^ = sample mean for respondents based on njh units 
>>,„ = sample mean for the non-respondents based on W2/, units 
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The variance of v' is 
,/v 
" "=' ^.^'. • (5.2.4) 
f^ 2/; = ^2h I ^ , population proportion of the non-respondents in stratum h 
S';^,,^, is tiie population variance of the non-respondents in stratum h 
5.3 The Problem 
Consider a population of size A^  divided into L strata of sizes N/ , Nj,... 
L 
Ni, where ^ A^ , = N.lf Nj , Ni,... Ni, are not known the stratum weights 
IVi, = Ni, / N; h =1,2, ..., L remain unknown. In such situations double 
sampling technique may be used to first estimate unknown W/,. A large 
simple random sample of size /?' from the unstratified population is drawn 
and the units belonging to each stratum (in the sample) is obtained. If/?'/, 
= 1,2,..., L units belong to the h-tb stratum then w/, = n'l, I «' will serve as 
an estimate of Wu = n'h /n'. A second stratified sample is then obtained in 
which a simple random sub sample of rii, units is drawn out of the 
previously selected n'h units of the h-th stratum. If the problem of non-
response is also there and nm and n2h denote the number of respondents 
and non-respondents respectively out of «/, and Rao (1986) strategy is 
used, in which a second subsample of 2^/1 units is selected out of/22/1 non-
respondents and information is obtained on second attempt. An unbiased 
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estimator y' of the population mean 7 of the main variable >> is given by, 
expression (5.2.3) with a variance given by (5.2.4). 
The problem is to find the optimum sizes of the subsamples m2i„ h = 1,2,. 
.., L for which V{ylJ given by (5.2.4) is minimum for a fixed cost. For 
this in the first phase of the solution optimum values of///,, // =1,2,..., L 
are obtained for which V{y]^)\^ minimum for a fixed sample size 
;; = ^/;^.In the second and final phase of the solution the optimum 
values of///j/,; // = 1,2,...,L are obtained for a fixed total cost of the survey. 
Using (5.2.2) and (5.2.4) the problem of first phase can be formulated as 
Minimize V{y'j J ^ -]-\l + ^ t ^ . 
//' N) n /,=i 
^1 ^ 
vn J 
vh 
/ / /, = i 
SI 
Subject to Y^n,^ - n 
(5.3.1) 
(5.3.2) 
\<n„ <N„, h = l,2,...,L (5.3.3) 
Where n/, are integers. 
Ignoring the terms independent of n/, the objective function (5.3.1) 
expressed as can be expressed as 
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Z(//,,//,,...,nJ = - X 
/ ; A=i 
W,n\,S:„+wJl-k:/k:}n'„Sl, a. Z 
Where au = 
'W,n\,Sl+W„\\-k:ik:]n\^Sl, 
If 
(5.3.4) 
(5.3.5) 
Thus the problem (5.3.1)-(5.3.5) is simplified as 
Minimize Z (///, /?2 «/.) = 
Subject to ^/?,^ = n 
'-=1 «,, ;^. < , 
\<n<N„ h = \,2,...,L 
(5.3.6) 
(5.3.7) 
(5.3.8) 
where /?/, are integers. 
The restriction (5.3.8) are imposed to avoid over sampHng, that is, the 
situation wheie n,^ > N,^ and to have the representation of every stratum 
in the sample. 
Ignoring restriction (5.3.8) and using Lagrange multiplier technique, the 
optimum value of/?/, that minimize (5.3.6) subject to (5.3.7) is obtained as 
below 
Define 
a 4 .^^ ) = Z - +4)Z^-« 
/,=i ^ n,, J h=\ 
Differentiating ^partially w.r.t. Uh and equating to zero we get 
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cd) a. 1 ^ , , ^ 
^'h, "; 
or a, = Xui h = 1,2,..., L 
n,=^,h = \,2,...,L 
(i) 
Taking summation on both the sides we get 
/. 1 '• /— 
1 /; 
from (i) and (ii) 
111^ = j / ' , where // = 
or 
= 1,2,., 
n -
, . , ! 
(ii) 
(5.3.9) 
if the above values of/?/, satisfies (5.3.8) also the non-linear programming 
problem (NLPP) (5.3.6)-(5.3.8) is solved and (5.3.9) will give the 
required optimum allocation. 
hi case either some or all of the /Z/, given by (5.3.9) violates (5.3.8) or to 
get an integer solution the Lagrange multipliers technique fails and some 
other constrained optimization technique is to be used. In the next section 
a computational procedure to obtain integer values of «/, is develop using 
dynamic programming technique [See Arthenari and Dodge (1981)]. 
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5.4 The Computational Procedure Based On Dynamic 
Programming Technique 
The problem (5.3.6)-(5.3.8) can be restated as 
Minimize Z(/?/, 112 /?/,) = —'- + -^+ ... + —^  
Subject to ///, + /i2 + ...iiL = n (5.4.2) 
!<//, <A^,,...,l</7, <yv, (543) 
and HI, are integers, (5.4.4) 
The objective function and the constraints of the AINLPP (5.4.1)-(5.4.4) 
are the sum of independent functions of/?/, = h= 1,2..., L 
The AINLPP, which is an I-stage decision problem, can be decomposed 
into L-stage single variable decision problems. 
In the following a solution procedure for solving AINLPP (5.4.1)-(5.4.4) 
using dynamic programming technique is presented. 
Consider the sub-problem called the k-th sub-problem involving the first 
(/c < L) strata and let / (/c, r) be the minimum value of the objective 
function for the first k strata with total sample size r, i.e. 
f(k,r)=mmt^ 
"=' "" (5.4.5) 
/( 
Subject to y n, = r 
"=' ' (5.4.6) 
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1 ^  >h < A .^ 
and 11/, are integers, h = l,2,...,/c 
(5.4.7) 
(5.4.8) 
thus the problem (5.4.1)-(5.4.4) is equivalent to the problem of finding/ 
(L, ii).f(L, n) is found recursively by finding/(k, r) for A:= 1,2,....,L and 
r = 0,l,...,/; 
Now 
/•(k,/•) = min ^ + ^ ^ 
A-, .- \ 
su bject to Yu"/, = ^ ~ "A ' ^"^ 1 - '^ /, - ^1, 
where ///, are integers, h = l,2,...,/c 
for fixed integer value of n^,{ < n^ < min[r,yVJ,/(/v,/-) is given by 
A - l ^, k-\ 
f(k,r) = ^ + \ min S — I Z«/- = ' ' " 'I 
1 < /?,, < N,^;/z,, are integers, where // = 1,2,.. .,/c- 1} 
But by definition the terms in the braces is equal to/(/c - 1, r - Uk). 
Suppose we assume that for a given k,f{k - 1, r) is known for all possible 
]• = 0 , 1 , . . . , 7 2 . 
Then 
f{k,r)= min 
" 1 = 1 . 2 ,1 
a,. 
n,. 
+ /(/c-l,r-«J 
(5.4.9) 
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This is the required dynamic programming recursive formula. Using the 
relation (5.4.9) for each k = \,2,...,L and r = 0,\,...,n, f (L,n) can be 
calculated. 
Initially we set /'(/c,/-) = co, if/- < k since we wish to have n/, > 1, for each /? 
== 1,2,...,/:, /• must be at least equal to k. 
Also /'(I,/-) = min [(7i //?i, subject to/?! =r, l</zi<A''i] 
, , faj for r > N, or r <\ 
Thus /(l,/- = 
[a\/r Jor 1 < r < TV, 
We tabulate the value of / (/c, r) and the optimal iik, for each k, 
systematically. Then from/(L, «), optimal HL can be found; from/(L - 1, 
/; - ///.) optimal Ui - 1 can be found and so on until finally we find optimal 
//,. 
5.5 Numerical Example 
The following numerical example demonstrates the use of the solution 
procedure. The data used in this example is from Murthy (1967). Here 
DSS is used to estimate the mean area under cultivation. The area of each 
village and the area cultivated in the village are converted to hectares and 
grouped into three strata. Within each stratum, the population was again 
subdivided into respondent and nor.-respondent groups. Villages with 
larger area considered in non- respondent group. 
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Table 1 and 2 gites the population parameters obtained from the data as 
given in Okafor (1994). 
Table 1: Overall stratum population parameter 
Stratum 
0-930 
931-1700 
1701-4300 
m, 
0.336 
0.352 
0.313 
39974.81 
61455.48 
172425.05 
Vi, 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
K 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
Table 2: Class stratum population parameter 
Stratum 
0-930 
931-1700 
1701-4300 
Class 
Respondent 
Non Respondent 
Respondent 
Non Respondent 
Respondent 
Non Respondent 
9^  
7162.51 
14549.99 
19564.45 
17386.54 
5042.50 
71175.11 
m 
0.188 
0.148 
0.219 
0.133 
0.188 
0.125 
It is assumed that A =^ 200, «'= 100, n = 50 
Using proportional allocation n), may be obtained asn']= 33.6 S34, n'j 
35/2 =35,and«'3 = 31.3s31. 
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Table 3: Calculation of ii/, using formula (5.3.9) 
h 
1 
2 
3 
ai, 
5236.5381 
8157.2253 
18085.764 
V«7 
72.363928 
90.317359 
134.48332 
« V ^ 
3618.1964 
4515.868 
6724.1661 
HI, 
12.176312 =12 
15.197245 =15 
22.627748 =23 
17^/, =297.16461 
The problem (5.4. l)-(5.4.4) can be rewritten as 
Minnnize Z = —+ ^ + — 
"i "2 'h 
Subject to /7i +/72 +//3 = 50 
1 < /zi < 34, 1 < «2 < 35 and 1 < «3 < 31 
Where /?/, are integers, /; = 1,2,3 
(5.5.1) 
(5.5.2) 
(5.5.3) 
(5.5.4) 
The values of h from Table 3 satisfy (5.5.3) also; hence they will solve 
NLPP (5.5.1 )-(5.5.3) completely.' 
The optimal value of the objective function is Z = 1766.09 
For the sake of illustration, the dynamic programming approach to find 
the integer optimum allocation is also applied to the same problem. This 
gives the same values of the integer optimum allocation as given by the 
rounded off values of h in Table-3. 
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The computer program (in C language) of the procedure given in section 
4 for solving the AINLPP (5.5. l)-(5.5.4) gives the following results: 
II] = 1 2 , /?2 = 1 5 , /73 = 2 3 . 
The corresponding value of the objective function is Z = 1766.5308. 
5.6 Finding Tiie Optimum Value Oi ntji, For Fixed Cost 
For the second phase of the solution consider the variance function given 
in (5.3.1) 
fc)= f 1/ -n //' N) s>^Zw. '- O ^ /'/ /,= V n J s; 2yh (5.6.1) 
Assuming the cost function [see Okafor (1994)] 
li k k 
Where 
C\ : cost of getting information on the first phase sample. 
Co/, : cost of fn-st attempt on the main character in stratum h. 
C21/,: cost of processing the results on the main character from the 
respondent at the first attempt sample in the stratum h. 
C22/,: Cost of getting and processing results on the main character from 
the sub sample of the non-respondents at the second phase sample 
in stratum h. 
We also must have 1 < W2/, < ^2/, 
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Ignoring the terms independent of//72/, in the R.H.S. of (5.6.1) and putting 
A-; = //;3,//7^„and v^^^nju',,. 
The problem becomes 
Minimize Z{m^^,m,^,...,in,^) = —yw, 2/; 
v'"2„y 
^ 2 W , 
(5.6.2) 
Subject to Y.'^\,jn„,<C, 
and 1 < m2h< nihand m2/, are integers, h= l,2,...,L. 
(5.6.3) 
(5.6.4) 
where C, = Qi'+Y,C,,n,^+^C,ji, 
Let 
// 
^. = - ^ . ' ' 2 . - 5 ; , 
(5.6.5) 
The AINLPP (5.6.2)-(5.6.4) may be restated as 
Minimize Z{ni,^,m^,,...,m,j ) = X" 
/,=i /n 2// (5.6.6) 
Subject to £ Q m , „ < Q 
and 1 < m2/, < 1121, 
and 11121, are integers, /? = 1,2,.. .,L. 
(5.6.7) 
(5.6.8) 
(5.6.9) 
applying Lagrange multiplier technique, with equality in (5.6.7) and 
ignoring (5.6.8) and (5.6.9) we get the Lagrangian function ^as : 
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A = l 111 ' 
'111 . '1=1 
Differentiating ^ with respect to m2i, and X and equating to zero we get 
'^ =4.^c..,=o 
(i) 
(ii) 
Solving equations (i) and (ii) we get the optimum value of 11121, as 
'":/, = Q -^//C,;, 
Z - A ^ (5.6.10) 
From the equation given in section 5 and letting C22/; = 10,12,8 for /? 
1,2,3 respectively and Co = 100, we have the following table. 
Table 4: Calculation of «2/i 
h 
1 
2 
3 
f^Vu, 
0.188 
0.219 
0.188 
^ 2 / , 
0.148 
0.133 
0.125 
U'l, 
33.60 
35.20 
31.20 
HI, 
12 
15 
23 
Si, 
lyh 
14549.99 
17386.54 
71175.11 
Cilh 
10 
12 
8 
nu 
5.2857^5 
5.6676=6 
9.1853=9 
Since W^i, and Wn, are known for h = 1,2,3 they are used to work out the 
expected values of/72/„ // = 1,2,3 as «2/„ /^ /,W2/, / {W\i, + Wih). These values 
are tabulated in table 4 above. 
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Table 5: Calculation of ^2/, using formula (5.6.10) 
h 
1 
2 
3 
bi, 
318.70212 
307.54977 
1108.5576 
V ^ 
17.85223 
17.537097 
33.295009 
A/Q2/, 
5.6453708 
5.0625238 
11.771563 
^bJC,,„ 
56.453708 
60.750286 
94.172506 
mih 
2.6707656 = 3 
2.3950268 = 2 
2.5690027 = 6 
l V ^ C ^ = 211.3765 
For 1 = 3, the problem (5.6.6) to (5.6.9) can be restated as 
b, , b, Minimize Z = —- + —— + 
'"21 ' " 2 2 '"23 
S u b j e c t t o C22l'H21 + C722'"22+ ^223^23 < CQ 
(5.6.11) 
(5.6.12) 
1 < /»2! < '?2U 1 < " h 2 < / i22and 1 < /;/23 < «23 (5.6.13) 
Where uhi, are integers, /? = 1,2,3 (5.6.14) 
These values of nin, in table-5 are infeasible, since they violate the 
restriction 
Y_, with Ciih'fhh < Q in (5.6.12), hence as an alternative, the dynamic 
ii=\ 
programming approach may be used as given in section 4. 
5.7 The Computational Procedure 
Let/(/c, r) be the minimum value of the objective function of the problem 
(5.6.6)-(5.6.9), the first k strata with Co = r i.e. 
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k-\ fj k 
f(k,r) = \ m i n j ; ^ - 1 Y^c^,„m,, < r 
1 < 111,1^ < /i,,,,m,;,are integers, where h = \,2,...,k- 1} (5.7.1) 
With the above definition of f (k, r) the problem is equivalent to the 
problem of finding/(Z, Co).f(L, CQ) is found recursively by using (5.7.1) 
for k - 1,2,...,/. and /• = 0.1,..., CQ. 
Now/"(/v, r) = min 
A-i 
Subject to Y. ^ 22i.'^^2i. =''- C,„'"„ 
and 1 < nhj, < //2/„ 
where iiii/, are integers, // - 1,2,...J<- 1. 
or f(k, /-) = <^ min - ^ + Z T ^ I Z <^ 22'"2/, = '"" Q2*''«2A 
" ' 2 / '' = ' 22/, /'=! 
and 1 </;/,,, <//,,,,/n,,^are integers, where h= l,2,...,/c- 1} (5.7.2) 
for a fixed integer value of/n2A-, 1 < '«2A < ['', ihk],fil^' 0^ is given by 
^ ,^. 44 /),. ^  -^' 
or f{k,r) = \ min -^ + Z ^ ^ I Z^^f^j,, = f' C,,^^,, 
V'"2< "='"^2/J /(=1 
1 < /;z,^ , < n-^i^, /;z2,, are integers, where /? = 1,2,... ,/c - 1} 
By definition the terms in the braces is equivalent off{k- 1, r) is Icnown 
for all possible r = 0,1,...,Co. Then 
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/(/v,r)= min 
i"u=\.2 C, 
b, 
m,, 
+ f{k-\,r-C^,,mJ 
(5.7.3) 
Using the relation (5.7.3) for each k= \,2,...,L and r = 0,\,...,Co,f{L,Co) 
can be calculated. Initially we set/(/c, r) = co, if r < k. since we wish to 
have iihh > 1 for each // = 1,2,...,k; r must be at least equal to k. 
Also/'(I, r) = min [b\ I in2\ subject to W21 = / ' , ! < /«2i < "21] 
Thus / ( l , r ) = 
CO for r>n^ or r <] 
/?, / r for 1 < r < n^ 
We tabulate the value of / (k, r) and the optimal ni^k, for each k, 
systematically. Then from/(Z, CQ) optimal mn can be found from/(L-
l,Co - mil). Optimal m^LA can be found and so on, until fmally we find 
optimal ///21. 
The computer program (in C language) of the procedure developed in 
Section 7 for solving the AINLPP (5.6.6)-(5.6.9) gives the following 
results 
W21 = 3, /;222 "= 2 , W23=5 
The optimum value of the objective function (5.6.2)-(5.6.3) is 
Z* = 481.72045. 
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